
What we need from the client:  

 What we need from Break for all 16 options from everything from the Home Page from the Client  

 They want this information to be in short words and have it be in little bullet points 

 Want like career to have more strengths  

 We will need to have wording approved at the end of the app being developed   

 

Page Info/Requests:  

Create Account Information 

 remove username and just store first name  

 want to keep track of what the user is here for  

 

Home Page  

 Maybe have it so that the user can update what they want “favorited” on the dashboard 

 need to look at if all the information look good  

 We will need to find new icons to change the homepage screen  

 

Messaging 

 Make it so that the user can have different topics that are related to messaging/homepage  

 

Change your color manually 

 You need to make sure that you can not have colors that are not able to be clickable 

 We can just have more information will be given on the How-To Guide 

 We can have a little pop up that can come up and have a explanation as to why you can not pick 

a certain color -> we will need to be given this explanation 

 Can the outline for the introvert/extrovert  

 We want to redesign this so that the color  

 We will have all 8 different color types listed out and highlighted gray when the color is picked 

 

How-To Guide 

 need to get wording for this screen  

 

Launch Page 

 need to make a paragraph for the launch page and have it approved  

 

Plan Management 

 What is the pricing? -> this will need to be updated 

 Bronze = Free  

 Silver = $4.99 

 Gold = $11.99 



 We want new names for the levels (we do not want more colors) 

 

Overall Additional Info They Want From Us 

 We need to capture if the user is a Government Member with payment information  

 

What we need to do not based on screens  

 Word Proofing: We will have to make a master list with all of this information 

 

Payment Plan 

 They were utilizing paypal and stripe  

 Leah can bring you guys the top 5 picks so we can pick out the information  

 

Messaging & FAQ  

 Giving you two plans 

 Plan 1: it either directly takes you to your email app that will then input your email  

 Before this we would have a questionnaire about what you are using the app for and what other 

questions you have  

 Would be able to schedule coaching sessions through the application through the email -> there 

would be a specific email that they could send  

 Plan 2: FAQ Chat box  

 This will be an automated chat bot looking at Amika  

 They give a set of FAQ and this could be certain questions and answers  

 Info that you are answering after each person  

 How it would work  

 Category for colors, parenting, relationships, etc.  

 Then there would be questions/info that would then be released based on each category  

  

Games/Activities  

 We need to know the resources asap -> have it be given to us as soon as possible  

 Ask Be Do ???? 

 Situations and then walking them through Ask Be Do 

 Conflict Squares  

 Building Trust Activity  

 Be like a giant working tree like the quiz  

 

Priority:  

1. Games/Activities  

2. Messaging & FAQ 

 


